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Oral Tradition arid written I)ocume nt s
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p. 99 Hhen modern critical study emerged, minute differences in diction, style,

vocabulary, arid point of view were seized u.-,-n by scholars who develooed elaborate

theories about literary sources of biblical books. By thotlate nineteenth century,

scientific senaration of scurces had fragmented the dibie, into a jumble of sources,

subsources, emencations, and redactions. In recent years, the oendulum has swung to

the -)tier extre, as it was realized that the gro;cth of the arratives Dreserved in

the Bib1 was neither uraform nor always literary. ow we recoonize the need of both

careful source analysis and a bolder reconstruction of oral tradition. The sources are

not separate literary comoositions, but the ''itten redaction of oral tradition that

had circulated in various obces.

Historical objectivity, at best an irHsion, was nver the aim of those who told

the stories. dverything in the tales and t1e legends was oresented from the ociat of

view of an a uriori judgnent tuat they reflected God at work on behlf of his oeooie.

The incidents v2ere rembered an the tales were rehearsed over and over because in

tho recollection YHV['s o--,IF- recroted the events. that gavo them birth, Oflu took

worning from errors made in the east.

p. 405 Occause the Ore f-Nellhausen Hycothesis was tied too much h0 written documents,

our own age has seen the rise of studies dealing with oral tradition and the non1itrary

transmission of Israel's heritage. Conditioned as we are to the use of the written

message, we fail to realize how little we new rely on our own memories. The ancients,

however, tended to trust their memories more than they trusted writin. Semitic neonles

excelled in the use of the snoker word. ritir was the quasi-official job rf the seecial

it. Living trcditien bypassed the confines of literature for the same reason that the

orophets could not be confined to books. Thus, when documents first appeared, they did

little more than record oral tradition at first.
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